
SUPERGUN ! 
Supergun Satellite Launch System 

Design a gun launch system for an equatorial mountain location to put useful 

loads in near-Earth orbit with greater efficiency than rocket launch systems. 
Why do we think its possible ? 

Gerald Bull’s team launched 160kg projectiles at Mach 10 to 180km altitude using a small launcher: a large naval gun 

simply doubled in length.  With the addition of an orbital injection booster, small satellites can be launched.   

What’s new ? / Why now ? 

- Satellites are smaller – with pioneering work at University of Surrey 

- Guidance systems can now be made solid state, to deal with 2000-g 

- Much more is known about H2 gas guns, now a ~standard device 

- Re-usable rockets have proved very difficult to do 

Why Supergun ?  Why not use railguns, coil guns, or just plain rockets ?  

- Select a benchmark technology 

- Compare costs, compare capability: power, efficiency, energy 

Design choices: how big ?  How fast ?  Think about engineering compromises...  

- great muzzle speed and larger booster 

- off-vertical launch and larger orbital injector 

- discarding sabot and sub-calibre versus higher pressure barrel 

- barrel length and peak acceleration 

- higher launch location v. weather & construction (Kilimanjaro anyone ?) 

Physics of Superguns: Hydrogen Gas Guns, Low Pressure Guns, Constant Pressure Guns, RAM accelerators 

We can visit & talk to staff at the Mach 15 Hypersonic Gun facility at the University of Kent, see their gun fired.  We 

can study parts of the Gerald Bull Supergun in Portsmouth and satellites under construction in Guildford. 

SKILLS NEEDED for SUPERGUN?    Powerful Innovative Skills, Severe Hazard Analysis Skills     AND... 

Chem eng – vacuum, hydrogen storage and recovery, explosive handling, heat exchangers, cooling, side-injectors 

Civils – tunnels, buildings, access roads to mountain, barrel mountings, recoil support, weather & seismic issues 

Aero eng– projectile, sabot, in-barrel aero, atmospheric aero, aerospike, ablative shield, mission abort design 

Mech eng – support structure for barrel, alignment of barrel, recoil mechanism, g-force design in projectile, attitude 

control, cranes and cableways, piston of gas gun,  

Electronics/Satellite engineering – sensors, gyros,  g-force design, guidance, g-force, booster firing, comms 

.                          Neil A. Downie, 22nd May 2014. 


